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Iron Age Coinage in Essex 

Mike Cuddeford 

 

The purpose of this paper is to describe coins of the Late Iron Age that are typically found within that part of Britain his-

torically defined as the county of Essex. This area, which now includes several unitary authorities and London boroughs, 

is bordered in the north by the River Stour, in the east by the North Sea, in the south by the River Thames and in the 

west by the River Lea.  

Research Background 

Our understanding of Late Iron Age coinage comes from two primary sources, the physical evidence of the coins them-

selves and the works of Classical writers. Both sources have their limitations. Chance accounts for only a small percent-

age of single finds and most extant coins are the result of deliberate investigation, either through archaeological excava-

tion or amateur metal detecting, the latter being responsible for the greatest number of finds. This has led to a signifi-

cant corpus of new discoveries becoming available for study in recent years but unfortunately, owing to their commer-

cial value, some finds are concealed and go unrecorded or are misreported and thus much potential research material 

has no contextual integrity or reliable provenance. This problem is neither new nor exclusive to any one recovery meth-

od (e.g. Rodwell 1981, 49 and de Jersey 2014, 130 & 210).  

As far as plotting coin distribution goes, it might be noted that whilst much of northern Essex is rural and arable, 

a lot of southern Essex is urbanised. In all, the London Boroughs and Unitary Authorities cover some 485 square kilome-

tres of mostly developed land. Even in the rural parts, the south of the county has proportionately less land under culti-

vation than in the north and in consequence, many south-Essex metal detectorists tend to travel to sites further north, 

which undoubtedly affects statistical conclusions drawn from coin mapping. Another problem with detectorist-derived 

information is a tendency for many detectorists to disregard fragmentary or corroded coins, of which most have at least 

some diagnostic potential if properly examined and recorded. 

 In respect of written history, there are a number of contemporary sources that offer some insight as to the peo-

ple who made and used Late Iron Age coins. Unfortunately, many accounts survive only as incomplete later copies, giv-

ing the potential for mistranslation and transcriptional errors. Some were originally written long after the events de-

scribed and we cannot know how much of the source material originated with direct observation, or reports at several 

removes. Neither is there any linear historical record concerning events in Britain. Classical writers only wrote of things 

that concerned their particular narrative at the time and many significant events must have occurred within narrow 

time frames that have completely escaped any historical account, although their consequences will be reflected in the 

coinage. It is rarely possible to date Ancient British coins with accuracy (de Jersey 2006, 2-3), adding to interpretive diffi-

culties. To use an analogy, the radical changes to the political map of Europe that occurred in the decade following 1914 

are reflected in the coinage, yet without dates on coins or a written record of events, numismatic interpretation would 

be very speculative indeed. 

 The consequence of all this is that any attempt to construct a historical narrative of Late Iron Age coinage based 

on the evidence available will often be at best only conjectural. 

 The Iron Age Peoples of Essex 

Essex as a specific geopolitical entity post-dates the period under examination by some six or seven centuries. Its well-

defined eastern and southern boundaries may have dictated its early political structure to some degree, but it cannot be 

expected that modern county boundaries will coincide with any previous demarcation and in fact, cultural markers do 

occur that might indicate different polities across and within, which could have remained as discrete units prior to and 

during the period of Iron Age coin production.  
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Such differences have been observed as early as the Middle Bronze Age, with a distinct north-south divide in 

both ceramic and burial tradition (Brown 1996, 26). A similar demarcation has been identified for the Middle Iron Age, 

indicating a commonality with southern Essex and Kent, as distinct from north Essex (Sealey 1996, 50). By the Late Iron 

Age, south Essex ceramics were being exported to north Essex (Sealey 2012, 44), perhaps indicating a political merging 

that may be reflected in the coinage of the same period. As some of these analyses are based on relatively small statisti-

cal samples, new discoveries may revise such scenarios but nonetheless, a numismatic north-south trend has also been 

suggested (Curteis 2006a, 5). 

With regard to Classical historical accounts, our best source for the mid- first century BCE are the writings of Jul-

ius Caesar. Caesar was not a historian and his works were intended as self-promotion for political effect, so must be 

treated with caution, particularly as the earliest surviving manuscript we have was copied some nine hundred years after 

it was first written (Brown 1972). Much debate once centred on Caesar’s mention of an incursion and settlement of Bel-

gae from Gaul and this was seen as being reflected in finds identified as being of Aylesford-Swarling type, evident in Es-

sex, but this influence is now considered to be a largely post-Caesarian cultural evolution (e.g. Hawkes 1980, 57 & Cun-

liffe 1991, 133). However, Caesar does state that tribes such as the Atrebates and the Suessiones occupied territory both 

sides of the English Channel (Caesar 2.4) and others have speculated that the tribal names ‘Catalauni’ in Gaul and 

‘Catuvellauni’ in Britain may be related (e.g. Koch 2007), perhaps bearing out Caesar’s assertion that groups of immi-

grants settled and retained their tribal identities (Caesar, 5.12).  

It is with the accounts of Caesar that we learn the names of tribes and people relevant to our considerations 

here. When Caesar attacked Britain for the second time in 54 BCE he cited his main adversary as one Cassivellaunus, who 

we are told had killed the king of a tribe named as the Trinovantes. This king’s son, Mandubracius, allegedly appealed to 

Caesar for help, thus providing Caesar with the excuse he needed to invade. We are also told that there were four kings 

in Kent, allied to Cassivellaunus (whose tribe is not named) and five other tribes are listed that Caesar claims capitulated 

to him. This account has led to Cassivellaunus being identified with the Catuvellauni tribe and located west of the River 

Lea and the Trinovantes located north of the Thames, although whether immediately or further north is uncertain; it 

may be that south Essex at this time was the territory of another or other polities, possibly connected to the un-located 

tribes or Kentish kings mentioned by Caesar. It is generally thought that Cassivellaunus’s stronghold at this time was near 

modern Wheathampstead in Hertfordshire, but alternative interpretations suggest he may already have been estab-

lished in the Trinovantian capital of Camulodunum (e.g. Crummy 2012, 61-64). 

Half a century was to pass between the account of Caesar and the next written reference that offers any insight. 

This is the mention of one Dumnobellaunus, who in c. 7 CE was amongst several British supplicants at the court of Au-

gustus (Res Gestae 32). This individual may well be the one named on North Thames and Kentish coins as Dubnovel-

launos, but as no tribe is listed in the inscription, it is not certain. Later, Suetonius mentions one Adminius, a son of the 

paramount British king Cunobelinus, who was banished by his father and came over to the Romans (Suetonius, Caligula 

44). Coins inscribed ‘Amminus’, in North Thames style but only found south of the Thames, are in consequence attribut-

ed to this Adminius, presumed to be acting as a regional ruler under his father (e.g. Allen 1976, 99). 

With the Claudian invasion of 43 CE, we have further Classical sources that name people and places that we 

might seek to associate with the coinage. We are told that the Romans were opposed by the sons of the recently de-

ceased Cunobelinus, whose capital was Camulodunum (Cassius Dio, 60.21). The sons are named as Caratacus and Togod-

umnus, the latter being killed at some point during the conflict. We also have the first confirmation that they were of the 

Catuvellauni tribe and not Trinovantes nor any other (ibid. 60.20), meaning that by default both Cunobelinus and his fa-

ther Tasciovanos were also Catuvellaunian. In accounts of the defeat of Caratacus some years later, we are told that he 

surrendered with his wife, daughter and (other) brothers (Tacitus, XII 33-37), so there is clearly the potential for more 

names to be associated with coins, although we do not know what they were, or if ‘brothers’ meant kinfolk or simply 

comrades, as in ‘brothers in arms’.  

Following the Conquest, the Trinovantes are mentioned again; Tacitus tells us that they joined the Boudican Re-

volt, his narrative also securely locating them at Camulodunum (ibid. XIV.30) and Ptolemy (Geography 11.3) also places 
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them at that location, indicating that the area was associated with both the Trinovantes and the Catuvellauni at different 

times.  

The Coins 

The Iron Age coins that are typically found in Essex are tri-metallic, in gold, silver and copper alloys, both uninscribed and 

inscribed. We might assume that they were used in a similar way to Roman coins, in that each had a specific value in re-

lation to other denominations and that they were produced for wealth transfer in market transactions, but they do not 

always follow a loss pattern consistent with every-day commercial use (e.g. Cuddeford 2008, 11 & Curteis 2006b, 67-78). 

Histograms of coin loss for Roman period rural sites generally show very consistent patterns, whereas those for Iron Age 

coins do not. The ratio of gold coin finds to other metals is also significantly greater than any subsequent coin-using peri-

od and the percentage of plated staters to solid gold ones is high. Some plated coins were struck from dies used for gen-

uine coins (de Jersey 1996, 14), raising the possibility that plated coins may have been struck with official sanction, possi-

bly for votive purposes. Few if any bear test cuts, implying unquestioning acceptance.  

 From the late first century BCE Inscriptions began to appear on Late Iron Age coins. Some have more than one 

name, usually abbreviated. On North Thames coins these appear to be both personal names and place names. In the few 

cases where a name appears in full, both the Greek ‘os’ and Latin ‘us’ suffixes are used. There is also a mix of both the 

nominative and dative and one wonders how grammatically precise the die-cutters were actually being, given that Latin 

itself could have a certain colloquial fluidity, particularly from Augustan times and they were also using foreign languages 

to express their own unwritten one. On some coins a name is suffixed by the letter ‘F’, taken to be short for filius and 

denoting a patronym. It is assumed that individuals so named are blood relatives, although one should not discount the 

possibility of some being adoptive names, following the Roman custom exemplified by Octavian’s adoption into the Julii 

Caesares and perhaps signifying tribal alliances.  

 Studying the find-spots of specific types of coin can often lead to the identification of regional issues, although 

some seem to have found acceptance over a wide area. Some early gold issues are found spread over a large cross-

Channel zone, others are more localised. This may be  due to better quality gold being accepted across political bounda-

ries as bullion, but it could also indicate a single polity with dominance over the wider area, the more localised silver and 

copper-alloy performing a different function. However, one must also consider the possibility that in some cases, two 

distinct issues could originally have had two completely different circulation areas, but came to be accepted across each 

other’s territory at a later date, thus obscuring their original territorial integrity. By way of an example, this would seem 

to have been the case in the late third century CE; coins of the Roman Central Empire are common site finds in Britain, 

but presumably only circulated there after the capitulation of the Tetrici. 

As regards dating the coins this is, as already mentioned, often problematic. Our best approximations suggest 

that early uninscribed gold and cast copper-alloy were introduced in the early second century BCE, the first inscribed 

coins around the mid-first century BCE and the remaining series through until the Roman invasion of 43 CE and possibly 

a little beyond. In a few cases, some termini post quem may be deduced where Iron Age coins clearly copy Classical pro-

totypes that can be dated more securely. 

Uninscribed Gold   

Perhaps the first gold coins to be used in Essex were Gallo-Belgic ‘A’. Coins of this type include both staters (01) and 

quarter-staters of similar design. Early Gaulish gold staters copied Greek prototypes of Philip II of Macedon with the bust 

of Apollo on the obverse and a chariot and driver on the reverse and it is assumed that subsequent issues followed the 

same evolution. However, if one looks at bust details on Gallo-Belgic ‘A’ such as the drapery, ear decoration and in par-

ticular the distinctive ‘spike’ above the ear, this resembles Carthaginian depictions of Tanit far more closely than the 

Macedonian ones of Apollo; given that Carthaginian bronze coins have been found in some numbers in southern Britain 

and many Gaulish mercenaries fought for Hannibal, a conflation of two Greek prototypes seems probable. These coins 

are widespread in north-western France and in Kent and the North Thames region, with further outliers. In France and 

Belgium (except for Flanders under license) metal detecting for cultural artefacts is illegal and so coin plot comparisons 
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are statistically impossible. Indeed, Britain, rather than Gaul, could even be the country of origin for some of these coins

(e.g. Burnett 1995, 9). Right-facing bust/horse have been designated ‘Aa’, left facing ‘Ab’ and it has been suggested that 

they are the products of two different polities (Sills 2003, 126). 

 The next type of gold stater found with any frequency in Essex is the uniface Gallo-Belgic ‘E’ (02). They are a con-

tinuation of a preceding type (Gallo-Belgic ‘C’) which had an obverse bust (de Jersey 1996, 18) but were produced in 

great quantity and perhaps the obverse die was dispensed with to speed up production. The horse has become quite 

abstract and now has a most distinctive trapezoid face. The distribution of this type is quite wide, covering north-

western France and beyond; in Britain they predominate in the Home Counties but with a bias towards the eastern 

counties.  

 Although there is no identical quarter stater to the ‘E’ type there is a gold quarter unit with a similar wide distribu-

tion (03). Classified as Gallo-Belgic ‘D’ and known as ‘geometric’ types, the motifs have been interpreted in quite fanciful 

ways (“men in a boat” etc.), but are probably nothing more than an immobilised abstraction of the head/chariot stater 

design. In terms of date, they seem to span both Gallo-Belgic ‘C’ and ‘E’ staters (Burnett 1995, 6) and have been classified 

into a number of sub-types and related variants (Sills 2006).  

 

 

 

 

 Of British origin are staters and variants known as British ‘A’, which also seem to have developed from Gallo-Belgic 

‘C’. Two main groupings have been identified, in the Southern Region and in the North Thames Region. The types, partic-

ularly the horse, have devolved to a very basic level of abstraction. Southern specimens have downwards pointing 

wreath leaves (inverted ‘V’), North Thames examples upwards pointing leaves (04). Most North Thames finds are known 

from Essex, although the statistics are unreliable due to a hoard or hoards recovered and recorded in questionable cir-

cumstances (de Jersey 2014, 130). Of Essex single finds, most tend to occur to the north of the county. However, a num-

ber have been found in Norfolk and Kent and others as far away as Somerset and Cornwall and although Southern types 

do concentrate in Surrey, Sussex and Hants, examples have been recorded from Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire. This 

might imply a single issuing polity producing two regional varieties that were widely traded, but where that polity was 

based is unknown. British ‘A’ seems to appear around the same time as various other regional staters, all seemingly de-

rived from Gallo-Belgic ‘C’ and perhaps marking a specific socio-political event in Britain. 

 Another variety of stater with a clear north Essex/south Suffolk bias (de Jersey & Newman 2000, 140/1) is the 

British ‘G’ (05). Stylistically these seem to be a separate evolution from Gallo-Belgic ‘C’, despite sharing a similar territori-

al distribution with British ‘A’. There are also two seemingly associated quarter units (06 & 07). All three issues depict the 

horse with a Gallo-Belgic ‘E’ trapezoid face and were struck in debased gold, often having a silver or coppery appearance, 

which may have limited their geographical mobility.   

 

 

 

 

 Sometime around the mid-first century BCE, a polity in the Southern Region began striking staters based on Gallo-

Belgic ‘F’ rather than Gallo-Belgic ‘C’ (de Jersey 1996, 25-26), a distinctive element being the triple-tailed horse, which 

may have had some totemic significance; Gallo-Belgic ‘F’ is attributed to the Suessiones (ibid. 18) and one is reminded of 

the statement by Caesar that their king Diviciacus once ruled in Britain (Caesar 2.4). Classified as British ‘Q’, apart from a 

few in the Essendon (Herts) Hoard (de Jersey 2014, 212), the distribution of the staters is almost wholly southern. There 
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is however a series of quarter-staters that seemingly derive from the ‘Q’ staters; classified as British ‘Qc’ they are found 

over a much wider area. Some varieties are statistically southern in distribution but none-the-less occur in the North 

Thames Region as well (08), whilst others seem to have had a very specific North Thames distribution (09) with die-

duplicates hinting at a possible mid-Essex mint site (Cuddeford 2014, 2 no. 4). The horses on the staters exhibit trapezoid 

faces, the quarters more realistic ones and some have reverse motifs similar to those found on British ‘L’ types (10). One 

could interpret this as the quarters being slightly later than the staters and, reflecting a political change, serving a differ-

ent purpose over a wider area. 

 British ‘L’ is another uninscribed gold series struck to the same weight standard as British ‘Q’ and probably con-

temporary. Also known as the ‘Whaddon Chase’ type (11), they are found throughout Essex and further afield, mainly in 

counties to the west, but associated with a similar type known as British ‘MA’ in the Southern Region. British ‘L’ staters 

start with a quite distinctive crossed wreath obverse and a more realistic horse with various field ornaments. In time the 

obverse dies wear out and they became virtually uniface (12). There is also an extensive series of uninscribed quarter-

staters, some of ‘Whaddon Chase’ style but with reverses similar to ‘Qc’ types (13).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 One type of quarter-unit features a ‘S’ symbol in the reverse field (14), a motif also found on some of Gallo-Belgic 

‘E’ staters which are both forward and backwards facing and either singly or in pairs. What the motif represents is un-

known. The ‘S’ symbol also appears on two other North Thames issues, both extremely rare and somewhat enigmatic. 

These are a quarter-stater (15) and a stater (16). The quarter-stater is similar to the preceding coin with its ‘trophy’ re-

verse, but an ‘S’ appears, reversed, on the obverse. The stater has two reversed ‘S’ symbols on the obverse and a triple-

tailed horse with various field symbols on the reverse. Of the small number of either type known, all have a predomi-

nately Essex distribution. Both types also have a distinctive banded obverse, suggesting their association. Of the record-

ed staters, most, if not all, are struck from different reverse dies - it is more difficult to evaluate the obverses from the 

images available. This implies that the issue ran into many thousands, a fact not reflected by their rarity today. One 

might conjecture that the issue was produced for a single purpose, perhaps a tribute or ransom but never dispersed to 

any extent, perhaps later being melted down, or buried en-masse and still undiscovered. The style of the horse, together 

with the banded flan, suggests a connection to issues in the name of Dubnovellaunos (see below) but one obverse die, 

the two reversed ‘S’ motifs now removed but retaining a distinctive die flaw, was used in the production of a rare variety 

of uniface stater of ‘Whaddon Chase’ style and of probable Kentish origin (Kretz 2014).  

 There are other uninscribed North Thames quarter-staters that have been conjecturally ascribed to named issuers 

on stylistic grounds, such as these similar examples, one being attributed to Addedomaros (17) and the other to 

Tasciovanos (18), although neither attribution is absolutely certain. 
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Uninscribed Silver 

Around forty uninscribed silver coins of different varieties have so far been recorded as North Thames types, although 

some are known from only one or two examples and their geographical origins may lie elsewhere. There appear to be 

two distinct size and weight groups, either representing a unit and a fraction, an adjustment to a single denomination, or 

the output of two overlapping polities. A number mirror some Southern Region and Gaulish types quite closely. Coin (19) 

has attributes also found on Kentish coins, such as the pentagram symbol. Its distribution however is predominately 

north Essex/south Suffolk. Another issue with a triskele of obverse serpents has a similar distribution. There is also a 

range of units with complex zoomorphic motifs, all extremely rare or unique (20). The smaller, possibly fractional units 

(21) seem  to have a west Essex/east Herts bias.  

 Another group feature distinctive profile heads and reverse horses incorporating many pellet-in-ring motifs (22). 

These too have significant stylistic similarities to some Southern Region and Gaulish types. Other head/horse types (23) 

share reverse symbolism with ‘Whaddon Chase’ staters. 

 Silver units, both uninscribed and inscribed, are statistically rarer than either gold or copper-alloy on most sites, 

although there are some notable exceptions which presumably denote a different monetary requirement at certain spe-

cific locations. One such Essex site prolific in silver units even produced a Roman Republican quinarius, a rare British site 

find which may or may not be relevant.  

 

 

 

 

 

Uninscribed Copper-Alloy 

The earliest Late Iron Age copper-alloy coins to be found in Essex were cast, rather than being struck from dies. The alloy 

used has a significant tin content which would have given the coins a silver appearance when new. The alloy is conven-

tionally known as ‘potin’. There are three basic types, all derived from the late third or early second century BCE coinage 

of Massilia, modern Marseille (Allen 1980, 105). The types depict, on the obverse, a head and on the reverse a charging 

bull, above which appear the letters ‘MA’. On the Massilian originals, a legend appears below the bull but, on silver 

drachms of around  the same period, the legend appears above a lion which is depicted in a similar posture to the bull, 

so there may have been some conflation of types, particularly given the silver appearance of the ‘potins’.  

 The first cast ‘potin’ coins that copy the issues of the Massiliotes seem to have been produced in the Ile-de-France 

and Centre regions; the alloy was also used for a widespread coinage elsewhere in Gaul, sometimes employing iconogra-

phy quite different from other coins and perhaps implying a wider function (e.g. Debord 1991, 37 - 42). The Massilian 

head/bull types occur elsewhere in France, but their main distribution seems to be around the upper reaches of the 

Loire, Yonne and Seine and, in Britain, Kent and the Thames basin. Dating was once thought to be perhaps mid-first cen-

tury BCE, and finds from Alesia seemed to support this (e.g. Gruel 1989, 149), but a much earlier second century date is 

now generally accepted (e.g. Haselgrove 2006, 21-22) although they clearly saw a long usage in a possibly changing ca-

pacity (ibid. 22).  

 The British coins originally comprised close copies of the Gaulish ones (24), followed by two flat linear issues, one 

with left or right-facing types (25) and another somewhat smaller and dumpier (26). It may be significant that one partic-

ular area of distribution of these Massilian copies is along major trade routes from the Mediterranean, following the 

Rhône, Saône and Seine and then across the English Channel, the route probably taken by Claudius when he came to 

Britain (Cassius Dio 60.21) and perhaps they facilitated some aspect of trade, possibly wine, over the land bridges be-
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tween the river systems (Cuddeford 2013, 9). Although all three types predominate in Kent, they are widespread 

throughout Essex and further afield. 

 

 

 

 

  Struck copper-alloy coins with a probable North Thames origin number just a few types. The problem with copper-

alloy coins and particularly the purer copper ones is that they rarely survive in good condition and minor design and in-

scriptional variations may go unnoticed. Three types that occur with some frequency in Essex are stylistically similar to 

some of the silver units. Coin 27 has a backwards-looking quadruped on the obverse, the reverse a horse right with pellet

-in-ring motifs. Another depicts two boars (?) between a wheel and a horse on the reverse (28) and the third has an ob-

verse serpent and a reverse horse and rider (29), all with stylistic similarities. Another small group has an obverse head 

with distinctive braided hair and reverse horses with pellet-in-ring motifs (30). Some of these latter varieties are very 

similar to inscribed issues and in consequence some numismatists have attributed them to named rulers. 

 

 

 

Inscribed Coinage: 

Addedomaros: This individual is unrecorded in history and is known only from coins. The letters ‘D’ appears barred, sug-

gesting that the pronunciation was similar to the Greek theta. He appears to be the first North Thames ruler to place his 

name on coins, starting with a gold stater of ‘Whaddon Chase’ type (31). This probably coincided with the Southern Re-

gion ruler Commius placing his name on British ‘Q’ staters. Addedomaros struck two further main types of stater, one 

with a spiral wreath (32) and another with a back-to-back motif, which also had a corresponding quarter unit of the same 

design (33). One inscribed silver unit is known and one inscribed copper-alloy; both are extremely rare. Coins of Add-

edomaros predominate in Essex and Herts, but also have a significant presence well into Suffolk and further afield (de 

Jersey 2005). 

 

 

 

Dubnovellaunos: Possibly the ruler mentioned in the Res Gestae. Dubnovellaunos struck staters with a banded obverse 

(see 16 above) and with an obverse design of a single wreath band, the reverse depicting a horse left (34). Some rare and 

perhaps early varieties have pellet-in-ring motifs on and around the horse, others presumably later (Kretz 2008, 6-12) are 

of different style. There is also an uninscribed quarter unit, but of such similarity that its association is not in doubt (35). 

The majority of these coins have been found in Essex but there is an almost exclusively Kentish version that has a blank 

obverse and a horse corresponding to the later style North Thames variety. These also have the characteristic banded 

flan. A silver unit has Essex and Hertfordshire findspots and two copper-alloy units are predominately from Essex; all are 

extremely rare. Kentish inscribed silver and copper-alloy coins are more prolific and varied, suggesting perhaps that Kent 

was the origin of this ruler.   
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Tasciovanos: Another ruler unknown to history, Tasciovanos issued an extensive tri-metallic coinage. Eleven varieties of 

gold stater have been recorded, based on three main designs. The first has a crossed-wreath motif derived from the 

‘Whaddon Chase’ type, with a galloping horse on the reverse; one variety has ‘CAMVL’ on the reverse. The second type 

has a similar obverse but this time has a horse and rider on the reverse (36), the latter holding what appears to be a car-

nyx, a type of war trumpet that had sacred connotations to many European peoples of the time (Diodorus Siculus 5.30). 

The third type has the legend ‘Tascio Ricon’ emblazoned upon the obverse and a warrior on horseback holding a shield 

and sword (37). The word ‘Ricon’ has been surmised as meaning something like ‘High King’ (Nash 1987, 131). There are 

six inscribed quarter-staters, five having wreath obverses (38) and one with ‘TASC’ in an obverse panel.   

 

 

 

  

 The silver coinage is more varied, with stylistic similarities to the North Thames uninscribed coinage. Some 

have the letters ‘VERL’ or variations on them (39), presumed to denote Verlamion, now modern St. Albans. The 

copper-alloy coinage comprises at least twenty different varieties, including a possible double unit and two possibly 

fractional units; some have geometric or wreath patterns similar to ones found on certain silver issues (40) but many 

others have profile busts, some bearded and similar to uninscribed types (41). Field symbols which occur on several is-

sues in all three metal alloys include a bucranium, a crescent and a pellet-in-ring ‘flower’ symbol, all of which may have 

been totemic and perhaps relevant when they appear on the issues of other presumed associates. 

 

 

 

 The distribution of Tasciovanos’s coinage is statistically very much more evident west of the River Lea, but finds do 

occur throughout Essex (mainly to the centre and north) and also, perhaps surprisingly, in a pocket focused around the 

River Medway in Kent although here and, as possibly in other cases, reporting bias could be a factor (Kretz 2015, 30). 

However, the Kentish connection highlights a small group of coins which raise further questions about the interrelation-

ship of named issuers. There are a number of coins, all very rare, that bear the legend ‘SEGO’. There is a stater with 

‘TASCIO’ in an obverse panel and the legend ‘SEGO’ on the reverse and a corresponding quarter-stater with a similar ob-

verse but uninscribed reverse. Also a silver unit with an obverse ‘SEGO’ and mounted warrior reverse, a smaller and pre-

sumably fractional silver unit and a copper-alloy unit with types typical for Tasciovanos. Nearly all ‘Sego’ coins have been 

found in Kent although at least one is known from Essex and a few others have been found further west. Other stylistic 

elements link Tasciovanos to Kent, in issues in the name of Eppillus and a unique stater of one Anarevito(s?). The implica-

tion is of a Kentish expansion by associates of Tasciovanos but, as is so often the case, we simply do not know what was 

going on.    

Andoco: Unknown except from coin inscriptions, this individual, whose name is almost certainly abbreviated, issued a tri

-metallic coinage, including a stater and quarter-stater; whether that indicates a higher status from others named on 

coins in only silver and/or copper-alloy is unknown. The stater is very similar to issues of Tasciovanos and features on the 

reverse both a bucranium and a pelleted floral motif (42). The silver issues, both extremely rare, each have obverse pro-

file busts as do the four copper-alloy issues (43). A few finds of Andoco are known from Essex (e.g. Sealy 1996, 47), but 

most have been found west of the River Lea and up into the east Midlands. 
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Dias: There is a series of three silver and three copper-alloy coins that bear the legend ‘DIAS’, in association with legends 

reading ‘Tascio’ and ‘Vir’ (44). Stylistically they are very similar to issues of Tasciovanos. They have a North Thames distri-

bution with a number of examples recorded from Essex. 

Rues: There are four copper-alloy issues known that bear the legend RVES or versions thereof (45). One may be a frac-

tion. They would appear to be associated with the coinage of Tasciovanos in both style and distribution and may in fact 

be part of that ruler’s coinage rather than that of another individual (Kretz 2007, 16-17). A number have been recorded 

from Essex.  

 

 

 

Cunobelinus: The coinage of Cunobelinus is the most extensive of any individually named ruler in either the British or 

Gaulish series. It is surmised that he ruled some forty or so years up until the eve of the Claudian invasion and that at his 

peak his territories took in most of central and south-eastern Britain, his influence possibly extending further through 

client rulers. The fact that following the Claudian invasion his son Caratacus could continue to lead resistance at the head 

of an army of Silures and Ordovices perhaps confirms his status as a paramount chief. It may be that other tribes were 

under tribal or clan obligation to the Catuvellaunian nobility, just as some reluctant clan chiefs felt they were when they 

came out for Charles Edward Stuart in 1745 (Prebble 2002, 51 - 53).  

 The coinage of Cunobelinus was tri-metallic, with two main types of stater and matching quarter-staters. There 

are nearly thirty varieties of silver unit and a similar number of copper-alloy known. The presumed first issue of gold sta-

ters is the so-called ‘biga’ type (46). These have ‘CAMVL’ on an obverse panel and ‘CVNOBELINI’ below the horses on the 

reverse. There is a corresponding quarter unit (47). The second type of stater (48) is the iconic ‘ear of barley’ type, the 

reverse depicting a rearing horse. Although looking to be barley to our modern eyes, the symbol may actually represent 

an ear of wheat, early forms being similar in appearance. A similar motif had been used on coins of the Greek city state 

of Metapontum and although pre-dating Cunobelin by some three centuries, it is not inconceivable that an antique 

Greek coin could have provided the inspiration. Perhaps the motif symbolised Cunobelinus’s power as provider/

controller of the grain supply; it was certainly of sufficient significance to be used on a stater of the Southern Region ruler 

Eppaticus, who proclaimed kinship to Tasciovanos. A similar albeit cruder version of what may be the same symbol also 

appears on many issues of a western polity thought to be the Dobunni tribe, who were probably under the suzerainty of 

Cunobelinus (Cassius Dio 20). The ‘corn ear’ issue is sub-divided into four stylistic groups (Allen 1975, 1-3) and there are 

similar quarter-staters. 

 

 

 

 

  The silver issues of Cunobelinus can be grouped into several divisions based on both style and distribution (de Jer-

sey 2001). Some are of insular appearance (49) whilst others borrow directly from Roman imagery (50). This latter coin 

has the reverse legend ‘TASCIO’ alluding to Cunobelinus’s presumed father and it also features a seated sphinx – one is 

reminded of the stone sculpture of a sphinx discovered in Colchester in 1821 and now on display in the Castle Museum – 

could there be a connection?  
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  With the copper-alloy coinage, there are again examples of insular iconography (51), but many others are Classi-

cally inspired, which must imply that Rome at this stage was not viewed as an enemy, for if it was why celebrate their 

imagery? On one coin of particularly martial style, we have a mounted warrior on the obverse in the manner of the sta-

ters of Tasciovanos and on the reverse a standing warrior, perhaps Tasciovanos himself. The legend gives a fuller render-

ing of his name than most, reading ‘TASCIIOVANTIS’ (52). On another coin a Roman style bust is surrounded by the fully 

Romanised legend ‘CVNOBELINVS REX’ (53), leaving little doubt of Cunobelinus’s status as a king, not just a chief or other 

form of ruler. The coins of Cunobelinus are found right across Essex and way beyond to the west as well as in the East 

Midlands and also in Kent, where a few issues seem to have been specifically local to that region. 

 

 

 

 

  No coins are known of Cunobelinus’s son Togodumnus but examples naming his son Caratacus are known from 

the Southern Region and closely mirror issue of Epatticus. One of the most striking and conclusive finds came in 2019 

with the discovery of a unique stater which closely followed a stater of Epatticus (ABC1343), but bore the name and pat-

ronym of Caratacus and Cunobelinus. This strongly suggests that both Caratacus and his uncle were regional rulers on 

behalf of Cunobelinus. 

AGR:  There are three very rare coin types, namely two varieties of a quarter-stater and a silver unit, that are inscribed 

‘A’ or ‘AGR’ as well as alluding to Cunobelinus. One quarter unit has the ‘corn ear’ motif on the obverse, flanked by ‘CAM 

CVN’. On the reverse is a rearing horse. The second type is the same but for the reverse legend being given as ‘AGR’. This 

can be die-linked to a Cunobelinus obverse with a ‘CVN’ reverse (Cuddeford 1994). The silver unit also parallels a Cuno-

belinus silver coin (ABC 2894), but this time with no inscriptional reference to Cunobelinus (54). Most provenanced ex-

amples are from north Essex and south Suffolk.  

DVBN: An extremely rare quarter-stater has the corn ear symbol on the obverse, flanked by two objects, possibly poppy 

heads (55). The corn ear is flanked by the letters ‘CVNO’. The reverse depicts a horse and has the letters ‘DVBN’ in the 

exergue. The horse is depicted in a very deliberate stepping attitude, quite unlike the usual rearing horse of Cunobeli-

nus’s other coins and this may have had some symbolic meaning, perhaps related to a Kentish copper-alloy issue with 

the same depiction and the legend ‘DVNO’ (ABC 468). The type has some similarity to the reverse of a denarius of Augus-

tus dated to 12 BCE, which could have been the inspiration (RIC 412). As to whom ‘DVBN’ was we cannot know. Perhaps 

the Dubnovellaunos previously mentioned, perhaps a relative with the same name, perhaps someone else with the 

same name or someone else with a different name – the ‘Dubn’ element occurs in a number of personal names and coin 

legends recorded from Gaul. It could even be a mint name but another theory is that it could be the ‘Togodumnus’ men-

tioned by Cassius Dio, the correct spelling lost in the transcription (Kretz 2006). 

 

 

 

Conclusions 

The coin evidence implies a complex and fluid political situation covering the whole of the coin-using period across Essex 

during the Late Iron Age and it is clear that far more was going on than we know about through history. In consequence, 

giving many coins specific tribal attributions and trying to fit them into a clearly incomplete historical framework will in-

evitably be flawed and there is a good case for a degree of deconstruction in some areas.  

 However, broadly speaking, the accepted historical scenario for the century preceding the Claudian invasion 

seems to be borne out by the coin record. There seems to have been a clear west to east trend, with the Catauvellauni 
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ultimately controlling a large area, including neighbouring regions. The exact relationship between them and the Trino-

vantes remains unclear, but a hostile one seems the most likely. As one goes further back things become even less cer-

tain, such as the relationship between earlier Kentish and south Essex polities, assuming that there were such distinct 

entities. The similarity between some coins such as British ‘A’, ‘Qc’ units and certain uninscribed silver issues hints at a 

common polity at some stage ruling from Hampshire to Hertfordshire and into Essex, perhaps originally under Gaulish 

suzerainty. The subject is however far from a closed book and it continues to inspire new research, the results of which 

are awaited with anticipation by all interested in this fascinating episode of British numismatics. 
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